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Elliott Management has asked an Italian court to compel Japanese conglomerate Hitachi to raise its tender 
offer for the stock of Italian signalling group Ansaldo STS to 15 euros per share. In a Thursday statement, the 
activist said that it had asked the Italian tribunal for an annulment of a previous decision from Italian market 
regulator Consob, which imposed Hitachi to raise its bid from 9.5 to about 9.9 euros per share, and for an 
injunction to raise Hitachi’s bid further.

Hitachi’s tender offer already concluded in March, and failed to grant the Japanese conglomerate the majority 
of the Italian group stock. Only 6.4% of the target company’s outstanding shares were tendered, and Hitachi 
ended up with a 46.4% position in Ansaldo STS.

However, the bidder eventually bought additional shares for 10,5 euros each - plus a right to potential upwards 
adjustment in case of further purchases at a higher price - increasing its stake in the Italian company to 50%.

Elliott commented on Hitachi’s conduct by saying that it “confirms that its public tender offer significantly 
undervalued Ansaldo STS.”

The activist has a 29.4% stake in the Italian company, and refused to tender its shares to the bidder.

Activist investors Amber Capital and Bluebell Partners also opposed Hitachi’s offer. Consob’s February 
intervention which imposed Hitachi to raise its price to 9.9 euros per share followed a request from them.

The Italian regulator agreed with their claim that Ansaldo STS’ previous owner, Finmeccanica, had accepted 
to sell its stake to Hitachi for 9.5 euros per share because the Japanese company had also struck a separate 
deal with the seller to buy struggling transport engineering company AnsaldoBreda.

Several Italian newspapers have reported that Italian prosecutors have opened a probe to investigate an 
alleged unlawful collusion between Finmeccanica and Hitachi.
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